Label
production
machines, equipment
and components

Company Golpretech Czech Republic s.r.o. deals with technique for
winding, unwinding and cutting material in various processes in the
manufacturing industry. The company was founded in South Moravia,
in a place with a strong tradition of the engineering industry. Eligibility
and technical skills are based on more than 10 years of experience on
the market.
Choosing reliable suppliers, rich stock and custom production gives the
company a great deal of flexibility, in meeting your requirements.
A wide product portfolio has made Golpretech comprehensive solution
provider for your machines. Experienced staff are able to offer service
on site and solve even the most challenging tasks in your process.
Golpretech products have a sound reputation in both Central Europe
and many other countries, around the globe.
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Print machine
For manufacturers of self-adhesive labels, we offer a flexographic printing machine, whose modular design offers a variable number of printing stations and accessories to improve the printing process (eg. material rotation systems, printing
on the adhesive side, application of adhesive, lamination or cold gilding).
The machines enable printing with water-based and UV inks.
The device is designed for the following roll materials:
- silicone paper and paper with a basis weight of 15 to 150 g / m2
- silicone paper and PE foil with a basis weight of 15 g / m2
The maximum width of the wound material is 260 mm, with a cut of 250 mm.
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Label confection
machine
The machine is designed for rewinding, confection and quality control of labels
from materials such as paper, foils, laminates, etc. Along with simultaneous longitudinal cutting, the machine is able to rewind according to the specified length
or number of labels. The machine is equipped with a rotary die.
The label cutting is performed with circular knife at a maximum speed of up to
220 m/min.
Other advantages of the machine are
modern 7” control panel, automated
edge aligning system, fully automated
control of belt tension and detection of
missing labels.
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Machine additions
and extensions
To expand the possibilities of label production, we also offer a number of specialized components for printing machines.
The peel read label extension improves
the standard of the printing machine with
the possibility of producing peel-off labels.
Peel-off labels are special two-layered
labels; the top layer of the label can be separated and thus more information on the
inner side can be obtained.

de- and relamination extension

Another option of expanding flexographic machines is also delamination and
relamination extension, which enables printing on the adhesive side of self-adhesive labels.
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peel read label extension

Plate mounter
A precisely assembled printing plate is an important factor, in ensuring perfect print quality.
In order to meet the high expectations, of our
customers, we offer specialized equipment for
mounting printing plates on to cylinders.
The device is based on a modern image preview system, which allows the installation of
matrix without the use of so-called crosses.
Thanks to the enlarged magnification of the
image and the ability to precisely adjust the
position of the cameras, a higher degree of
accuracy in the board installation, is obtained
having a significant impact on print quality.
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Table top rewinder,
roll cutter
The Table top rewinder is a perfect solution for rewinding and inspection of
labels or detection of missing ones. The base of our table rewinder is a solid
stainless steel work surface of 150 x 90 cm.
The essential functions of the rewinder are: bidirectional operation, regulation of
tension, optional use of shafts for 25,4-152 mm tubes, counting labels or lengths.
The rewinder also has a range of additions such as label shift or inkjet print.
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The roll cutter is a device designed for flexible cutting of whole rolls into narrow
strips, according to production requirements. It is suitable for materials such as
polymers, PVC, PET, metallic foils and adhesive tapes.

Web inspection
and viewing systems
A real time control of the printing quality on moving machine; the main aim is to
maximize productivity, improve printing quality and reduce wastage.
In order to fulfill these needs, we offer web inspection systems, ensuring reliable
and precise control of print parameters (adjustments, colour quality, ink) and thus
achieving the perfect final product.

Simple systems
The ReVision system guarantees high
image quality and perfect color thanks to
high-resolution (3.2 Mpixel) CMOS sensors, xenon lamps with slight changes in
brightness and a 20x motorized zoom.
The systems can synchronize with the
moving material and always display the
same image on the monitor. The operator
can hereafter check the print and adjust
the parameters, accordingly.
100% inspection
ReGuard MX is a new inspection camera
system for print control in applications of
small material width or in the production of
labels.
The system is equipped with high resolution matrix cameras. ReGuard MX is able
to monitor and detect all printing errors,
regardless of the material. The system can
check materials up to a maximum width of
450 mm, at a speed of up to 350 m / min.
The result of the inspection is an immediate signal or the resulting roll map with the
storage of all errors.
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Trim aspiration
and filtration systems
Systems for trim aspiration, waste and cut-out extraction, is an essential component
of modern processing plants. We have standard range transport ventilators, with
low noise, and complete systems designed to fit your operational requirements.
In our portfolio we offer various types of filters designed to filter dust or fumes
resulting from burning and welding. The air jets with a source of electrostatic
voltage suitable for cleaning the belt from the passing material, is the speciality
of the system.
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Web cleaning systems		
Contactless web cleaners allow for simultaneous
100% cleaning of both sides of the material, without
touching them.
The key in enabling this is the use of turbulent air
currents, which produce a short-wave vibration in
the material breaking the air barrier created by the
high speed material flow. This removes the dust
particles, which are transported to the filter units.
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Contact web cleaners are also able to remove 100% of particles - from one or
both sides of material. Antistatic 24V bar at the input releases anchored particles
from the web. The dust is subsequently attracted by a rubber roller and then to an
adhesive roller. The second antistatic bar eliminates any residual contamination.

Dimensions and other parameters, of both types of cleaners, can always be
adapted to the needs of your application. High performance, at any speed in both
cases, is a standard.

Core cutter
Manual, semi-automatic and automatic
dust-free core cutters are designed to cut
paper cores in applications that require
aprecise, straight and clean cut.
They are designed to meet any and every
requirement of the customer.

manual

Manual cutting is done by pressing the
shoulder with a knife to the rotating core.
Semi-automatic - The core is automatically pulled into the machine and is cut according to the set requirement.
Automatic - Machine cuts the prescribed
size and number of pieces together with
the loader.
semi-automatic
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automatic

Anilox rollers
In cooperation with the leading anilox roller supplier Pamarco, we are able to
offer a range of anilox rollers and sleeves, which meet all criteria of highly demanding customers in the flexographic industry.
The top surface of all rollers and sleeves comprises
of a durable, scratch resistant ceramic layer, in contact with the doctor blades. Another benefit of the
ceramic surface is being corrosion resistant.
Advanced laser technology allows for a very clean
and detailed engraving of ink cells. The anilox rollers
can transfer ink to the plate cylinder with maximum
precision, in every single print job.
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Anilox rollers
cleaning service
One of the products suitable for efficient and gentle cleaning of anilox rollers is
ultrasonic washer, machine custom designed for specific maintenance needs
of this product. The cleaning process in this washer is gentle and quick, which
enables in extending the life of your aniloxes. Perfectly cleaned rollers are ready
to be used in only 15-30 minutes reducing downtimes.
The ultrasonic roller washer is able to remove
water based and UV ink residues, from ink cells.
The machine can control both temperature and
washing time, and is also equipped with the fumes
extraction fiction enabling highly effective cleaning.
We can also provide you with clearly defined
range of cleaning products, which are appropriate
in usage with our ultrasonic washer.

cleaning products
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ultrasonic washer

As part of the sevice for our customers with anilox rollers, we offer
on-site laser cleaning. This is a
practical and waste-free solution
for complete cleaning of aniloxes
enabling the rollers to be used
immediately, hereafter.
We have a service truck equipped with laser device ALCS
2500 available for cleaning of
even the longest built-in rollers,
at the customer’s location.
laser ALCS 2500
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service truck

Pneumatic
expanding shafts
Pneumatic expanding shafts are used for winding and unwinding rolls of materials at many locations, in the converting industry. By inflating the shaft, you
increase its diameter thus perfectly fix the internal diameter of core. Using the
shafts, you can then transfer torque to a roll - to brake when unwinding or to drive
when winding.
Clamping shafts are a very common standard in the paper industry. Blowing
plastic films, making glass fiber mats, nonwoven fabrics, flexible packaging, printing, in packaging and other industries.
We offer multiple types of expanding shafts which are manufactured in accordance with the dimensions or drawings provided.
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expanding shaft with keys

expanding shaft with strips

expanding shaft with leaves

differential shaft with friction rings

Aluminum rollers
and profiles
The cylinders are largely used in applications with fine materials such as winding
carbon fiber, mainly due to the very low moment of inertia and low rolling resistance. Thanks to the ribbed construction, they are also suitable for large width
applications offering high resistance to deflection, even at higher loads.
We supply a range of raw aluminum profiles with lengths up to 6 meters (anodized, straightened, flattened, knotted), or manufacture complete cylinders according to your requirements (fitting, pull in material, rotational speed, etc.).
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idler roller assembly

fixed journal assembly

special surface treatments

Technical specification
Profile

Material

OD ø

ID ø

Weight /
meter

Thickness

Surface coating

Surface
roughness

3RC48

Alu. AGS 6060 T5

48,3 mm

27 mm

1,2 kg

1,5 mm

Anodisation 15 μm

Ra 0,8

3RC60

Alu. AGS 6060 T5

60 mm

31 mm

1,8 kg

1,8 mm

Anodisation 15 μm

Ra 0,8

3RC80

Alu. AGS 6060 T5

81 mm

40 mm

3,2 kg

2,5 mm

Anodisation 15 μm

Ra 0,8

3RC100

Alu. AGS 6060 T5

100 mm

45 mm

5,3 kg

3,5 mm

Anodisation 15 μm

Ra 0,8

3RC120

Alu. AGS 6060 T5

121 mm

60 mm

6,5 kg

4,5 mm

Anodisation 15 μm

Ra 0,8

3RC130

Alu. AGS 6060 T5

130 mm

70 mm

10,6 kg

6,5 mm

bez

Ra 0,8

3RC145

Alu. AGS 6060 T5

145 mm

70 mm

9,3 kg

4 mm

Anodisation 15 μm

Ra 0,8

3RC200

Alu. AGS 6060 T5

201 mm

106 mm

16,5 kg

5 mm

Anodisation 15 μm

Ra 0,8-1,2

Upper and bottom knives,
knife holders
Our portfolio of slitting products includes a wide range of slitting knives, which
are designed and made of high quality materials, from standard steel 52100 to
carbide steel. Material quality ensures longer life, perfect cut and reduced blade
cutting costs. Various blade dimensions and types are available to ensure perfect
cut quality, regardless of the material being processed.
We offer the option of replacing the used knives with knives lower in price and
simmilar in quality, or producing the knives according to your sample or drawing.
As an additional service, we also provide sharpening of different types of knives.
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top dished knives

bottom knives

circular knife holder and springs

crush cut knives
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perforation knives

blades

split knives

Web guide systems
Edge guiding systems ensure that the material web is always properly aligned
or rolled with a straight edge, in the process. This greatly reduces wastage and
increases product quality.
We supply web guide systems with a rotary table, steering roller and shifting
actuator. Ultrasonic or optical sensors are available, based on the material being
scanned. The movement of web guide provides a DC brushless shifting actuator.
Systems with widths from 160 to 3000 mm and with a movement of up to ± 75
mm are available.

turntable web
guide system
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ultrasonic
and optical sensors

special senzors

Elektromagnetic
brakes and clutches
ELEFLEX electromagnetic powder brakes
and couplings have been the most widely
used brakes in the market, for more than 20
years. The continuous development of these
brakes guarantees high torque regulation,
small dimensions and clean running. The
brakes have the lowest residual torque making them the most innovative and top quality product, in their category, on the market.
They are the ideal solution for the printing
industry, flexo printing machines and everywhere hygienic regulations (packaging food,
medicine and packaging production), are to
be respected.

spare parts
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Manipulators and lifters
Today, material handling is a key aspect in efficient production. Increasing
demands on health and safety in work equals increased demands in the safe
handling of heavy loads. Finding the appropriate and effective solution for your
application by becoming familiar with a wide range of handling equipment is
problematic at times. A wide portfolio of handling equipment on offer, enables us
to find the appropriate solution.
ML80

Sizes
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Roll
handling

Drum
handling

Tool
handling

ML150

ML300

Název kategorie

Converting products

pneumatic expanding shafts
expanding core chucks
safety chucks
special rollers and profiles

Electronics and control

brakes and clutches
web tension control systems
web guide system
web inspection and viewing systems
roller pressure measurement

Slitting solutions

knives and blades
slitting systems
knife holders
knives sharpening
core cutters

Machines

manipulators
corrugating
unwind, rewind & slitting machines
label machines
core restorer
trim aspiration and filtration systems

Golpretech Czech Republic s.r.o.
Stankova 383/41, 612 00 Brno, Czech Republic
VAT: CZ04564715
Phone: +420 532 308 120
E-mail: info@golpretech.cz

www.golpretech.cz

